
a m e r i c a n  f u r n i t u re  +  d e s i g n



Plywood Office conceives, prototypes and produces quality furniture. We believe good product comes from good practice, 

whether in the nitty‑gritty of in‑house production, or designing for and partnering with larger manufacturers. Good practice 

is the constant exploration of new and age‑old wood working techniques. Plywood Office has a single‑minded dedication 

to our craft, which is evident in the quality of our products.

While growing up in Idaho, Chris Jamison worked in the woodshop of a hi‑fi store that designed and built custom stereos 

for gangsta low‑riders. Working with a variety of materials, Chris discovered an enjoyment for the challenge and reward 

of making things. He went on to study Visual Art and Business Administration at Seattle Pacific before making his way to 

SCI‑Arc in Los Angeles where he designed his first piece of furniture and earned a masters degree in architecture. With 

years of professional practice as an Architect, along with technical skill from designing and producing his own line of 

furniture, Chris founded Plywood Office in 2006.

Made in the USA, built from quality local material and reasonably priced, Plywood Office products are available for 

purchase directly and at a growing number of select retailers throughout the country.

Plywood Office 

629 W Cermak Ste 250, Chicago, IL 60616

312.521.0060 

info@plywoodoffice.us 

plywoodoffice.us



Black 
CC-35-15-BL-PO

Concrete 
CC-35-15-CO-PO

Dimensions 

W 9.5 D 2 H 9.5 ” 

W 24 D 5 H 24 cm

Materials

New from Plywood Office.

Concrete Clock



Ebonized 
BS-34-15-EB

Ash 
BS-34-15-AS

Walnut 
BS-34-15-WA

Dimensions 

W 14 D 14 H 30 • 24 • 18 ” 

W 36 D 36 H 76 • 61 • 46 cm

Materials

New from Plywood Office.

Barstool



Dimensions 

W 25 D 30 H 43 ” 

W 64 D 76 H 109 cm

Materials

Ebonized 
RC-26-13-EB

Ash 
RC-26-13-AS

Walnut 
RC-26-13-WA

Rocking Chair isn’t just a place to rest your eyes: it’s a restful place to sit 

down and settle in.

Preceded by centuries of rockers both presidential and maternal, our 

modern take on this American tradition is steeped in this chair’s deep 

history of front porches, fireplaces and family rooms.

Rocking Chair’s handcrafted precision is unmistakable in its clean and 

smooth elegance. Take a seat and experience the sturdy wood, sculpted 

seat and subtly curved back that will bring to mind and body hours of calm, 

quiet and comfort. Like many that came before it, Plywood Office’s Rocking 

Chair is sure to become your favorite chair in the house.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

Rocking Chair



Walnut 
MM-21-11-WA

Ash 
MM-21-11-AS

Ebonized 
MM-21-11-EB

Dimensions 

W 25 D 4.75 H 77 ” 

W 64 D 12 H 196 cm

Materials

Featuring gracefully bent plywood at its base and crest, Maiden Mirror’s 

clean, elegant lines look deceptively simple. Salvaged leather padding on 

the backside will protect your floor and wall from scratching. In addition 

a slightly canted foot and a concealed safety strap prevents the Maiden 

Mirror from falling forward, and a shatterproof mirror provides extra peace 

of mind.

With its smooth curves and wood grain reflections, the Maiden Mirror 

creates a luxurious sense of depth in any setting.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

The Maiden Mirror



Ebonized 
DE-22-12-EB

Ash 
DE-22-12-AS

Walnut 
DE-22-12-WA

Dimensions 

W 73 D 24.5 H 30 ” 

W 185 D 62 H 76 cm

Materials

Dennis is a gentleman with slicked-back hair, respect for history and a need 

for a streamlined workspace. He commissioned the first prototype of this 

design and is its namesake.

The distinctive, angled stance stems from a set of smooth-sliding and 

spacious wood drawers that form the structural heart of The Dennis Desk. 

The drawers are made of Ash hardwood with dovetail construction, lathe 

turned pulls, proper drawer stops and wooden slides. The built-in filing 

storage is designed for those top-of-mind documents that need to stay 

close at hand. The center shelf is quietly and conveniently set back to make 

room for chair arms, while the work surface is luxuriously generous and 

thick, with detailing that lends the Dennis Desk an heirloom quality the real 

Dennis is proud to put his coffee on.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

The Dennis Desk



Walnut 
RP-05-11-WA

Ash 
RP-05-11-AS

Dimensions 

W 15 D 16 H 20 ” 

W 38 D 41 H 51 cm

Materials

Roller Patroller is a beautiful, solid wood filing and storage cabinet 

designed to last. Featuring a savvy, two-part storage system, Roller 

Patroller includes a removable compartment that sits on top twelve inches 

of filing capacity in the base.

Roller Patroller serves equally well as an end table or a stool, and its 

padded feet make this multipurpose box easy to slide across carpeted or 

bare floors. As an added bonus, Roller Patroller’s height is perfectly suited 

to tuck under your desk.

With its striking blend of style and function, the all-wood super durable 

roller patroller is sure to remain your favorite office mate long after you 

have retired.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

Roller Patroller



Dimensions 

W 20 D 20 H 69 ” 

W 51 D 51 H 175 cm

Materials

White 
ROC-25-12-WH

Ebonized 
ROC-25-12-EB

Ash 
ROC-25-12-AS

Walnut 
ROC-25-12-WA

Rack of Coats’ graceful curves derive from steam-bent, solid wood. This is a 

place where your coat will not be embarrassed to hang out.

Looking as good with a single coat as with its ten multi-tiered hooks fully 

loaded, Rack of Coats provides endless easy-to-access storage options for 

those items you need to grab as you run out the door.

Just as useful, the table below provides ample space for the keys, coins, 

phone and chapstick bursting out of your pockets. Coats will come and go, 

and shoes may pile up underneath, but the table’s subtle, recessed surface 

will ensure that your things maintain their lofty position.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

Rack of Coats



Ebonized 
CF-28-13-EB

Ash 
CF-28-13-AS

Walnut 
CF-28-13-WA

Dimensions 

W 8 D 4 H 20 ” 

W 20 D 10 H 51 cm

Materials

Coat Fork

Comfortable in a cluster or flying solo, the versatile Coat Fork will elevate 

any space and save some as well. Graceful steam-bent solid wood prongs 

find their center in a peaked column and a lathe-turned knob.

This smart fork effortlessly holds your attire and attention, ensuring that 

while stuff comes and goes, Coat Fork is worthy of hanging around.

Easy to mount with the included hardware.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

White 
CF-28-13-WH



Maple 
TT-13-11-MA

Dimensions 

W 5 D 4 H 10 ” 

W 13 D 10 H 25 cm

Materials

The Tealight Totem shelters a single candle, accentuating the Maple 

wood grain and bending light to create dramatic shadows and instant 

atmosphere. Carved from a solid chunk of wood, the concave design 

ensures an easy light and the quick-cleaning copper base ensures a long, 

safe burn. Whether setting dinner’s mood or adding soft warmth to a 

bedroom or bathroom, this mini fireplace will distinguish long after it’s been 

extinguished.

Arriving at your door with a candle and a book of matches, Tealight Totem 

is sure to help you get the party started.

Tealight Totem is available in standard or wall mounted versions. 

Production Leadtime  Ships via UPS within a week.

Tealight Totem



Dimensions 

W 4.75 D 3.5 H 9.125 ” 

W 12 D 9 H 23 cm

Materials

Concrete 
CTT-13-13-CO

The Tealight Totem in Concrete shelters a single candle, bending light to 

create dramatic shadows and instant atmosphere. The hefty, concave 

design ensures a flame that is easy to light and long to burn, while the 

padded feet will protect the surface where it sits. Whether setting dinner’s 

mood or adding soft warmth to a bedroom or bathroom, this mini fireplace 

will distinguish long after it’s been extinguished.

Shipped with a candle and a book of matches, Tealight Totem in Concrete’s 

gritty glow is sure to help you get the party started.

Production Leadtime  Ships via UPS within a week.

Tealight Totem in Concrete

Black 
CTT-13-13-BL



Pine 
BH-23-12-PI

Cypress 
BH-23-12-CY

Dimensions 

W 6 D 6 H 9 ” 

W 15 D 15 H 23 cm

Materials

Bird’s House is the new home of the baddest bird on the block.

Whether preening on the perch or spreading their wings at the roof’s peak, 

your feathered friends never had it so good. Void of awkward hardware, 

Bird’s House can be hung easily by tying knots in two locations which helps 

prevent wind twist. The unfinished wood is rot and insect-resistant and will 

silver gracefully over time while providing young birds with natural nesting.

Production Leadtime  Ships via UPS within a week.

Bird’s House



Sea Foam Mesh

White Oak 
HA-08-12-WO

Dimensions 

W 100 D 40 H 34 ” 

W 254 D 102 H 86 cm

Materials

Whether you’re hanging out in a backyard or lounging poolside, Hammy 

is a sleek alternate to a chaise lounge that was designed to be durable 

enough for a marine environment.

Stable and compact - without the worry of being dumped, this hammock 

comes with integrated storage space for safeguarding towels, drinks, bags 

and other personal belongings while you rest.

Decay and insect resistant white oak, powder-coated metal frame, non-

fading, waterproof and UV resistant sea foam colored mesh hammock 

sling. A planter for Hammy is optional.

Production Leadtime  Ships in 4 weeks.

Hammy



www.plywoodof f i ce .us


